Abstract-In this paper a novel approach based on multi-robot cooperation is introduced for inspection and repair of dome structures. In this application, three robots which can be extended to more, connect to each other by three strings and cooperate such that all the robots are stable and at least one robot have access to all parts of the dome. The mathematical model of the system is derived and a systematic methodology is developed to find an optimal configuration, based on minimizing the strings' tensions or maximizing the stability, using Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm and quadratic programming. The simulation results prove that there exists a stable path to fully sweep the surface of a dome. The experimental results on a small scale prototype validate these findings.
I. INTRODUCTION Many middle eastern countries such as Iran enjoys having a wide range of cultural heritages including very beautiful, eye catching, and internationally admired domes covered by handmade tiles (Fig. 1 ). Due to being exposed to highly changing climate conditions and strong sunshine, the domes should be regularly inspected and repaired. However, domes are not easily reachable and climbing over them is very difficult and special care should be taken to avoid damaging brittle and precious tiles. This motivated us to develop a robotic system for this task.
Autonomous inspection of different structures by climbing robots, including dome-like ones, is important in a few industrial applications [1] [2] [3] [4] . The main problem in such applications is climbing over the structure and keeping the robot stable while inspecting and repairing it. Different mechanisms are used to maintain sufficient surface normal force to keep the robot stable. These mechanisms include magnetic systems, suction cups, adhesive mechanisms and vortexes; see [5] [6] [7] for instance. Nevertheless, such mechanisms cannot be used in our application as the target domes are made of clay brick and covered by brittle tiles usually with buckled ceramics. It means impossibility of using magnetic mechanism and restriction for using adhesive and suction systems because of possible damage to the surface. In addition, the slope of domes is very high and even negative in the lower parts. It means very high surface normal force is needed to compensate for the robot's weight, which is impossible to attain using the existing mechanisms using the motioned restrictions. Even if the robot is suspended from the top of the dome, the robot cannot attach itself to the surface of the dome in lower areas in which the slope is negative. These facts impose a limit on the robot's weight and its locomotion method as well. It means the robot shouldn't generate high stress and impact while moving on the dome.
In this research to comply with the above restrictions and the task demands, the dome's shape is exploited and a multi-robot system is designed for dome inspection and repair. In this design the robots are connected to each other using strings to form a closed ring; see Fig. 2 . The strings can be pulled to control their tensions. A dome's shape is exploited by positioning the robots on the dome in such a way that they can cooperatively keep each other stable by controlling the tension of the strings. Since the inspection or repair tasks are slow in nature, quasi-static stability is targeted. To the best of our knowledge, no multi robot system was ever reported to cooperate for climbing task.
The proposed system requires close coordination, implicitly or explicitly, among the robots as the inter-robot forces should be controlled; similar to multi-robot object manipulation [8] and in contrast to most of multi-robot systems performing semi-decoupled tasks [9] , [10] . Another major problem is finding proper team arrangements on the dome such that the robots can be made stable while minimizing strings' tensions. Furthermore, the robots should be tolerant to possible bounded errors in the strings' tensions. Finally, these arrangements should be such that the robots can continuously 
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Proceedings of the 2011 IEEE International Conference on Robotics and Biomimetics December 7-11, 2011, Phuket, Thailand move on a dome stably from one pose to another without becoming unstable. In this paper, the above issues have been addressed. To ease up the presentation, it is assumed that the domes are spherical and the wires' elasticity is negligible; however the generalization is straight forward to any dome shape when the surface equations and the wire elasticity are available. Furthermore, three-robot-case is studied to develop the algorithm; however due to the generality of the proposed algorithm, it can be applied to more than three robots system. Finally it is assumed that the robots are located on top of the dome and in stable configuration. In other words, the initial placing of the robots is out of scope of this paper and considered as a future work.
II. DOME INSPECTION SCENARIO
A prototype of the proposed multi-robot system is depicted in Fig. 2 . It consists of three robots which are connected by strings and form a ring around the dome. The robots move around the dome very slowly so quasi-static condition is held. The robots adjust the tension in the three strings by three distinct actuators in order to maintain stability of the whole system. In this task one of the robots, called the worker, moves toward the desired position. The other two, called the supporters, change their positions and control their strings' tensions in a way that the system remains stable. The role of the robots may change from one situation to another; however, here we assume one fixed worker to ease up the presentation. In reality, the supporters tend to move to upper part of the dome while the worker may be on the lower or upper part of the dome. This is due to the fact that the supporters would have better contact with the surface on the upper part and take advantage of their weight.
III. MODELING

A. Assumptions and notations
To make the analysis simpler, the strings' tensions are calculated in the local coordinate of each robot. In the following equations, stands for robot i, are the components of the j th normalized tension vector in local coordinate system (Fig. 4) and is its magnitude. Numbering of the strings and relative tensions are shown n Fig. 3 . is the normal force on and is its weight. is the static friction coefficient. The position of is defined by corresponding and (Fig. 4) . The local coordinate for each robot is located at its footprint with axis aligned with and the axis is tangent to the surface, directed upward, and placed in the plane defined by , the dome's Z axis, and This study only addresses the stability concerning the slippage and does not concern the overturn of the robots. Furthermore, the robots are assumed to be holonomic with no restriction on moving from one pose to another pose as long as they are stable.
B. Stability Analysis
To have quasi-statically stable robots, forces applied to each robot should sum to zero. To derive the force equations, we model each robot as a point particle (Fig. 4 ). Let's assume is stable and the forces are in equilibrium. Consequently, equation 1 should hold. It means that all the forces applied on the robot, i.e. by the strings and it's weight, in direction (the direction normal to the dome's surface) should be less or equal to zero to keep the robot attached to the dome.
On the other hand, the robot should not slip along its or directions. Thus the friction force should resist against the tensions applied by the strings in direction yields
Similarly the friction force should be equal or greater than the forces applied by the strings and the mass of the robot in direction resulting in
In the above equations and stand for the cosine and sine of respectively. Similarly, equations (4)- (9) show the equilibrium conditions for the other two robots. 0, 0, 
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It is important to notice that these equations could be easily extended when more than three robots are used. In the above equations each inequality with absolute value of forces, all except (1), (4), (7), count as 2 inequalities and since the tensions should have positive magnitudes we have 18 inequalities for the three-robot case. In these equations the unknown variables are the robots' positions, which introduce 6 angular position of each robot in the global spherical coordination and three tensions. The directions of strings can be calculated from the robots' positions.
All of the above equations plus the condition of having positive tensions results in a nonlinear matrix inequality. This matrix should be solved in order to find stable configurations and the corresponding tensions. Despite the difficulty in finding a solution, it is necessary that the solution meets the satisfactory stability margin and constrained tension values. In the next section we develop a systematic approach in the form of a central planner to derive a solution to fulfill design criteria.
IV. CENTRAL PLANNER
The objective of this multi-robot system is to cooperate such that the worker robot can reach a desired position on the dome from the current position. In order to do so, there should be a path between the current position and the desired position while the robots are stable. Such a path is called a stable path and it is a subset of solutions of the nonlinear matrix inequality discussed earlier. Here we propose a method to solve the nonlinear matrix inequality to find stable and optimum configurations on the path. Later the connectivity of the resulted path is investigated in stability analysis section. Beside the connectivity of the path, any configuration on the path should have a satisfactory stability range in order to have robust performance in the presence of disturbances and measurement errors. By the stability range, we mean the domain of configurations around the current configuration in which the robots is still stable if the other two robots are fixed.
A. Outline of planner design
The configuration vector is the angular positions of three robots defined as Inputs of the system are tension in the strings and the direction of local displacement of each robot. To approach toward a solution for these inequalities, a quasi-static optimization technique is developed which is based on the symmetry of dome. It is acceptable to consider that dome shape structures have symmetry in respect to global Z axis (Fig. 4) . It means any rotation of all robots' positions around Z axis has no effect on stability of system since it wouldn't affect the relative positions of robots to each other.
To explain the algorithm, let's consider the specific configuration in Fig. 5 . If the position of is given, then the position of the two other robots are calculated to achieve a stable configuration for the whole system. Thus the algorithm starts from ° and gradually increases to °. For each grid point , two inner loop optimizations are executed. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm [11] , [12] is used over the configuration space of two other robots to find the optimal stable position of the two. Then in order to find the fitness of each particle (candidate configurations), quadratic programming is used to calculate tensions and determine the fitness value. 
1) Applying PSO for Positioning of the other two robots
As discussed earlier, for any given position PSO is used to determine the position of the other two robots. The symmetry of dome gives another clue to make the search space even smaller. Knowing the position of it is clear that two other robots could be located on the dome symmetrically, by being situated on opposite sides of the dome and having the same angular distance from . This assumption could be violated when the robots are not the same, they are not in line of sight of each other, or the number of robots is not odd. Although, in such cases the position of robots are independent of each other, and the reduction of search space would not work, however, the proposed algorithm would still work. To apply the symmetry assumption, consider the plane passing through three robots, which is illustrated in Fig. 5a . α is the angle between the position vector of and the normal vector of the plane. By adjusting this angle, both locations of and change. The intersection of this plane with sphere is the circle C, which would be an ellipse for non-spherical domes. The symmetry assumption enforces robots to be located on this circle as depicted in Fig. 5b . In this case, their positions on the circle are uniquely specified by . By this geometric approach we can easily search in the two dimensional space of ] to locate and instead of searching in the four dimensional angular space of and positions. To find optimal ] the PSO algorithm is used. The particles for PSO are set as , .
where is the current position of particle i in k th iteration. Because the search space is small we could have applied grid search instead of PSO, however, the resolution of grids mainly depends on the value of friction coefficient and position of where a small change in position of the other two robots might make system unstable. For fitness evaluation of points a quadratic optimization is used. PSO has the advantage that after a few iterations, the particles gather in the stable subspaces, which speeds up the optimization process. It is important to mention that the quadratic optimization rapidly converges when the particles are stable. In contrary, the calculation of the fitness function would not converge and takes a long time for unstable particles.
2) Fitness Evaluation
The method to evaluate the particles is the core of PSO algorithm. As it is mentioned, PSO finds the optimal positions for and . Therefore each particle indicates a particular configuration. Two important factors for evaluation of the particles are the stability range and the strings' tensions. The system is stable if and only if there exist positive tension values to stabilize the robots. Consequently the question of stability would be answered by solving the equations derived in the modeling section.
By the knowledge of robots configuration, the local directions of each string could be calculated, hence the only unknowns are , and . The important feature of derived inequalities is that they are linear with respect to these tensions. Therefore, the complex system of nonlinear inequalities reduces to a linear matrix inequality. Depending on the cost function, inequalities could be solved either by linear or quadratic programming. The divergence of these methods implies the instability of the corresponding configuration.
Two optimality indices should be designed, one for fitness evaluation and the second one for cost function of programming. For fitness evaluation, the distance of robots to avoid collisions, their range of stability and other geometric factors could be included. On the other hand, for quadratic cost functions the limited magnitude of tensions, minimization of friction forces or any other aspects of force control can be considered. To develop a general cost function we examine the equations derived in (1)- (3) for and extend the result to others. These equations could be changed to quadratic form as 2 
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The left hand of (2) and (3) provide the squared magnitude of components of static friction force in local and axes. The left hand is the squared magnitude of maximum available friction force in each of the axes. To reach a stable configuration it is desirable to minimize the reliance on friction forces. Indeed the magnitude of friction is a measure of system's instability. Therefore to define stability criteria we could use the difference between calculated friction force and the maximum available friction as
For any stable configuration of , is negative and the smaller values of it means more stability range for . However, minimization of this criterion results in calculating high tensions for robot. And since the string tensions are limited by actuator's size and energy consumption, it is also desirable to reduce the magnitude of tensions. Consequently, there should be a trade-off between stability and tensions magnitude. By summing up both the stability criteria and tension magnitudes the proper optimality criteria for whole system is .
where is the stability criterion for the i th robot, is the magnitude of tension in the i th string, and are the coefficients for regulating the effect of each term on behavior of the system. The larger values of results in more stability while the larger values of reduce the tensions. They could be determined by trial and error or learning methods. This quadratic cost function is used to solve the linear matrix inequality.
V. SIMULATION
The method for finding optimal configurations is demonstrated in simulation to analyze the behavior of system in covering different parts of dome. In simulation all robots has the same mass, i.e.
. The coefficient of friction is 0.1, the radius of sphere is 1 m, and height of each robot is 0.1 m. For PSO algorithm the population size is 150.
To find optimal configuration for the whole system at any given configuration on the dome, ′ position is changed from ° to °, with one degree steps, while the algorithm finds the optimal stable configuration for the other robots. The algorithm does not cover the full range from to for two reasons. First, normally a dome is placed on a structure such that °. Also for the case of , which happens at the top of a dome, the robots are already stable since it is almost flat. The second reason is that the particles have very similar fitness value close to these two extremes and PSO would not perform well. If a solution needed for these extremes, a grid search can be employed.
The cost functions and fitness functions are chosen the same so that the friction forces and sum of tensions are minimized. The aggregation of these two factors should be carefully determined by trial and error because it could result in non-smooth path in the configuration space.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 6 . These show that the robots could be organized in a way that covers almost every part on the dome and also remains stable. The maximum tension happens around ° degree which is 3.65 times more than weight sum of the robots. In this case, is situated quite up-side-down which makes it very difficult condition for any climbing robot to work. When starts from the lowest part of the dome and are on their highest positions on the dome and the plane passing through the three robots, defined in Fig. 5b , almost passes through origin and . In this configuration the total force acting on is radial and inward, increasing the normal force and therefore stability. When climbs up, the two others climb down so that remains near zero, however by climbing down, the slope for and increases, making them more unstable, therefore they have to increase the tension to make themselves stable. and move down until they reach ° while °. When climbs further the tension term dominate the stability term in Eq. 15 and the other robots decide to climb up to keep tension small.
It is interesting to see that the system tends to reduce the tension as climbs up the dome. In such a case, the tension decreases and the robot can easily work on higher parts of the dome with a less energy consumption. Through the path, and remain higher than , to provide upward force to compensate against gravity. The analysis also reveals another fact about the forces. Intuitively it may seem that the tensions in the strings should be the same just like as one string hold the whole system. However the optimization shows that and tend to get as close as possible to each other to reduce .
VI. PATH STABILITY ANALYSIS
The objective of this multi-robot system is to cooperate such that the worker robot can reach a desired position on the dome from the current position. In order to do so, there should be a path, i.e. a stable path, between the current position and the desired position while the robots are stable. It is apparent that the overlapping stability margin would allow each robot to move to its next pose without becoming unstable. Thus the whole path would be stable. Furthermore, it is obvious that the bigger the stability margin, the more robust the system becomes against disturbances and measurement errors.
Definition
In Fig. 7 the stability margins of the robots for a specific configuration, i.e.
°, are shown. Also it is shown that the stability margins for the current pose and the next pose for all the robots overlap meaning that a straight path from the current pose to the next pose is stable.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION
A very basic setup is developed to observe the behavior of three robots on a prototyped dome. As shown in Fig. 2 , this setup consists of two small fixed robots as and while is the bigger one with two actuators for moving forward and twisting the strings. There is a spring located between and connecting the strings together. Hence, the length of spring is a useful notion of tension in the string-spring mechanism. This experimental setup is a testimony that the proposed multi-robot formation can in fact work in practice and there exists a stable and connected path to climb over this kind of dome. Although the robotic system and the dome shape is different from the one modeled in the previous subsections, but it provides a helpful insight about the whole system and how it works. The snapshots in Fig.8 are demonstrating the climbing of on the Hosseinieh Ershad's prototype dome. In this experiment and are fixed on the dome, while slowly twist the string and climbs upward.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a novel multi-robot system is proposed for inspection and repair of dome shape structures used in variety of buildings such as mosques, churches and nuclear power plants. The stability of the system is analyzed and showed that the system can achieve the given task of moving from a starting pose to a desired pose for inspection and maintenance. A systematic approach is constructed to solve system's nonlinear inequalities in the presence of friction and it is showed that there exist stable paths to perform worker-supporter tasks. Furthermore, the proposed approach is capable of integrating different optimization criteria in designing such a path. The simulation results demonstrate that the optimal path could be achieved to cover all parts of a dome. Stability analysis is also proposed to evaluate the margin of stability of the system and the different implementations of the planner to provide stable behavior in different parts of dome.
The future work would consist of adding the physical constraints like difficulty in force control, error in localization, limited communication which also adds many dimensions to the problem of control and design. Furthermore, a more realistic platform would be built to be deployed on an actual dome. Another interesting challenge would be in developing a distributed algorithm to control the robots. 
